Kt/V (and especially its modifications) remains a useful measure of hemodialysis dose.
Removal of small molecular weight solutes shows a strong relationship to hemodialysis outcomes. In contrast, survival with high-flux dialysis or hemodiafiltration is only slightly better than with low-flux hemodialysis. Despite laboratory evidence regarding toxicity of protein-bound uremic solutes, few data exist showing that increased removal of this class of molecules impacts outcomes. In the FHN trials, there was no effect of frequent dialysis, including frequent and long dialysis, on nutrition or control of anemia, outcomes expected to be sensitive to uremic toxin removal; the main benefit appeared to be better volume control. Scaling of hemodialysis dose to total body water may not be optimal. Kt/V scaling to body surface area and use of a continuous measure such as standard Kt/V reduces the likelihood of underdialysis of small patients, including children, and women. Minimum hemodialysis time may best be considered in respect to ultrafiltration rate, and a maximum target ultrafiltration rate unscaled to body size may be optimal. Intensive, extended dialysis may cause adverse effects to residual kidney function, and more information needs to be collected to better understand how urine volume modifies dose requirements, and how to maximize the chances of preserving residual kidney function.